
 12 picture cards of familiar
objects, each with a
mistake/some part of it
missing

 A pencil

10–15 minutes

CAN WE FIX IT?

Tell your child that you are going to show them some things that are broken. They all need fixing, so the owners 
have taken them to the Repair Shop. Ask your child if they can help by working out how all of the things can be 
fixed.

Show the cards to your child one at a time. Ask: What do we need to do to fix this?

If your child cannot find the missing detail spontaneously, show them where to look by pointing to the place 
where the missing detail should be but letting them verbalise it. Allow plenty of time for your child to think and 
respond.

When you have looked at all the picture cards together, give your child the set of pictures and a pencil. Ask them 
to ‘repair’ each picture by adding in the missing part.  

If your child doesn’t have the fine motor skills required to do the drawing on their own yet, ask them to tell you 
what to draw and do the drawing for them, commenting on what you draw and how you draw it as you do it.

Your child can find mistakes in pictures of familiar objects.
Your child can correct mistakes in pictures of familiar objects.

To find mistakes in pictures of everyday objects
To fix the mistakes
To pay attention to detail
To develop creativity, imagination and originality 
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Now ask your child to draw a picture of something that needs fixing. When they are ready, ask them to show the 
picture to you and someone else in the family if possible. Everyone except the artist has to look for the bit that 
needs fixing. When they find it, they should explain what’s wrong and say how to fix it. 

Repeat this as many times as your child wants! 

Again, if they lack the fine motor skills to draw their idea themselves, ask them to tell you what to draw and do 
the drawing for them, commenting on what you draw and how you draw it as you do it.

If you don’t have another 
person in the house to 

participate in the additional 
activity, you could ask 
someone who visits to 

pretend to be the person who 
works in the repair shop and 

your child could prepare a 
few drawings ready to take to 

them.
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Cut out each picture card separately.
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Cut out each picture card separately.
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Cut out each picture card separately.
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